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Background: Sepsis mortality has remained unchanged for greater than a decade, and early recognition continues to be the most
important factor in mortality outcome. Plasma resistin concentration is increased in sepsis, but its mechanism and clinical relevance is
unclear. As one function, resistin interacts with toll-like receptor 4 in competition with lipopolysaccharide, a main component of the
gram-negative bacterial cell wall. It is not known if the type of infection leading to sepsis influences resistin production. The objective
of this study was to investigate whether 1) early plasma resistin concentration can predict mortality, 2) elevated plasma resistin
concentration is associated with clinical disease severity scores, such as SOFA, mSOFA and APACHE II, and 3) plasma resistin
concentrations differ between gram negative versus other etiologies of sepsis.
Methods: This was an exploratory study in the framework of a prospective observational design. Peripheral venous blood samples
were obtained from subjects admitted to the intensive care unit at clinical recognition of sepsis (0 hour) and at 6 and 24 hours.
Vasopressor utilization was not a requirement for inclusion. Plasma was analyzed for resistin concentration by ELISA. Cytokine
concentrations including IL-6, IL-8, and IL-10 were determined by cytokine bead array. Cytokine data were evaluated against publicly
available sepsis RNA expression datasets to compare protein versus RNA expression levels in predicting clinical disease state. Clinical
data were collected from electronic health records for clinical severity index calculations and context for interpretation of resistin and
cytokine concentrations. Subjects were followed up to 60 days, or until death, whichever came first. Statistical analysis was completed
with R package and SPSS software.
Results: Resistin levels were elevated in subjects admitted to the intensive care unit with sepsis. Four-hundred subjects were screened
with 45 subjects included in the final analysis. Thirteen of 45 patients were non-survivors. Mortality within 60 days correlated with
significantly higher resistin concentrations than in survivors. A resistin concentration of >126 ng/mL at clinical recognition of sepsis
and >197 ng/mL within the first 24 hours were associated with mortality within 60 days with an area under the curve of 0.82 and 0.88,
respectively. Most subjects with resistin concentration greater than these threshold values were deceased prior to 30 days. Resistin
concentrations correlated with SOFA, mSOFA, and APACHE II scores in addition to having association with increases in
inflammatory and sepsis biomarkers. These associations were validated with analysis of RNA expression datasets.
Conclusion: Plasma resistin concentrations of >126 ng/mL at clinical recognition of sepsis and >197 ng/mL within the first 24 hours
of clinical sepsis recognition are associated with all-cause mortality. Resistin concentration within this timeframe also has comparable
mortality association to well-validated clinical severity indices of SOFA, mSOFA, and APACHE II scores.
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Introduction
An overwhelming immune response is the major driving force in the severity and mortality of sepsis. The effects of an
inflammatory immune process on morbidity and mortality in the critically ill is considerable.1 The most effective
treatment strategy to date in bacterial sepsis is early clinical recognition, followed by the prompt initiation of systemic
antibiotics and hemodynamic support, including intravenous fluid resuscitation and vasopressors.2–6 This has been
standard of care for the global tissue hypoxia caused by the hemodynamic compromise associated with a systemic
inflammatory response against the infective organism.7 Approximately 6–30% of intensive care patients are diagnosed
with sepsis and if progression to septic shock ensues the mortality rate has been reported to be 20–30% with recent meta-
analyses reporting mortality rates up to nearly 50%.8,9 This is even more notable in locales with lower socioeconomic
support and limited resources.10 Improving the early recognition of sepsis, and hence survival, remains a critical
healthcare challenge. A single biomarker capable of accurate and early detection of the disease state is needed to triage
and optimize the delivery of appropriate treatment. The highest impact potential for such a biomarker lies within low-
resource environments.

Resistin is a 12.5 kDa protein initially discovered as an ortholog belonging to the family of murine resistin-like
molecules in 2001.11 Since its discovery, resistin has been implicated in an expanding list of acute and chronic
inflammatory conditions including, but not limited to, rheumatoid arthritis,12 inflammatory bowel disease,13 systemic
lupus erythematosus,14 renal disease,15 cardiovascular disease,16–20 trauma,21 and sepsis.22,23 It is unclear if resistin
concentration can predict mortality in critically ill, adult patients with sepsis, and its use as a predictor of clinical severity
compared to other inflammatory cytokines or clinical scores needs further investigation. Thus, we investigated human
resistin concentration amongst critically ill adult subjects with sepsis. To validate our study alongside prior efforts, we
correlated resistin concentrations to sequential organ failure assessment (SOFA) score,24 acute physiology and chronic
health evaluation (APACHE) II score,25 and clinical biomarkers. Due to previous investigation suggesting the resistin
protein shares a binding site with lipopolysaccharide (LPS) on toll-like receptor (TLR) 4, we investigated through the
lens of gram-negative (GN) versus non-gram-negative (non-GN) sepsis. The main aim of this study was to investigate the
potential for resistin concentration in early sepsis to predict mortality within 60 days. Secondary aims consisted of
exploring associations between early sepsis resistin concentration and clinical disease severity scores and if these resistin
concentrations discern between GN and non-GN etiologies of sepsis.

Materials and Methods
Study Design
This was a single-center exploratory study in a prospective observational cohort design. Resistin concentration was
assessed in critically ill, adult patients with GN and non-GN sepsis. An additional focus was placed on the ability of
resistin concentration to discern between GN and non-GN sepsis with the hypothesis that a relative difference in resistin
expression may occur with exposure to LPS endotoxin. Subjects were screened and enrolled consecutively between
July 2018 and November of 2018. Subjects were screened based on Sepsis-3 clinical parameters triggering a rapid
response team activation protocol with assistance from the hospital’s rapid response nurse-led sepsis team.26 qSOFAwas
utilized for study inclusion instead of SIRS criteria for standardization purposes due to variability in availability of initial
laboratory value results for complete assessment of SIRS criteria in the setting of different temporal and spatial
presentations from the emergency department (ED) to the inpatient setting. Inclusion criteria consisted of admission to
the intensive care unit, age 18 years or greater, and a qSOFA score of 2 or greater with a known or suspected infection.
To include a wide array of comorbid disease processes to accurately represent the subject population, exclusion criteria
were kept to a minimum and consisted of incarceration, pregnancy, or declination of consent by the subject or their
surrogate. Race was self-reported by subjects or their surrogate decision-maker on a medical questionnaire form.
Baseline characteristics included clinical severity indices, inflammatory biomarkers, cytokine concentrations, vasopressor
use, invasive ventilation utilization, and admission length of stay as they related to GN sepsis and non-GN sepsis. A one-
time peripheral venous blood sample from 19 non-septic volunteers not requiring hospitalization at the time of collection
were obtained for baseline resistin levels.
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Ethics Statement
This study was approved by a collaborative effort involving the institutional review boards of RUHS Medical Center
(1024190–5) and the University of California, Riverside (HS-17-107 and HS-20-121). Formal written consent was
obtained from each subject or a designated surrogate decision-maker for inclusion in the study. This study complies with
the Declaration of Helsinki.

Primary and Secondary Outcomes
The primary outcome was all-cause mortality in both the GN sepsis and non-GN sepsis groups within 60 days. An
interim analysis of all-cause mortality at 30 days was also assessed to establish a timeline for the progression of disease.
Secondary outcomes consisted of association of resistin concentration with clinical severity scores, GN sepsis, and non-
GN sepsis. Vasopressor use, number of days on invasive ventilation, and length of stay were also assessed.

Study Population and Characteristics
Riverside University Health System (RUHS) Medical Center is a 439-bed tertiary care teaching hospital located in
Moreno Valley, California. It operates as a safety-net facility for underserved populations of Riverside County, CA. The
coverage area includes most of the Inland Empire region spanning inland Southern California to the Arizona border.

Clinical Evaluation
Time zero (T0) was defined as the initial time point of peripheral venous blood draw at clinical recognition of sepsis in
the ED, medical ward, or ICU. T0 was obtained within 60 minutes of rapid response team evaluation for sepsis criteria. If
a peripheral venous blood draw was taken immediately prior to rapid response team evaluation, laboratory analysis for
the parameters drawn were used as T0 values to minimize unnecessary venipunctures. T6 and T24 blood draws were
designated as 6 hours and 24 hours after T0, respectively. Subjects were re-evaluated at 3, 6, and 24 hours. Standard of
care sepsis management was implemented at the discretion of the treating physician. SOFA and APACHE II scores were
utilized as validated assessments for severity of disease. Modified SOFA (mSOFA) was incorporated into the analysis
since it is comparable to SOFA and can be used in subjects lacking data for arterial blood gas analyses.27 Using mSOFA
provided a comprehensive inclusion of subjects with and without arterial blood gas analyses.

Clinical Data and Sample Collection
Two tubes containing 10mL each of peripheral venous blood samples were collected at T0, T6, and T24. Plasma resistin
concentrations were compared between GN sepsis and non-GN sepsis groups to assess differences based on culture-
proven presence of GN organisms. Based on finalized microbiological data, subjects were categorized as either GN sepsis
or non-GN sepsis. Subjects with polymicrobial infections, fungal infections, or an indeterminate organism leading to
sepsis, such as no growth on microbiological cultures, were categorized into the non-GN sepsis group. Due to the rapid
diagnostic availability of point of care lactate analysis, some lactate concentrations reported are point of care results.
However, lactate analysis was defaulted to hospital laboratory analyzed specimens when available. Ventilator use for
subjects electively intubated for surgical intervention without acute lung injury were not included in total time on
invasive ventilator. A medical questionnaire obtaining basic demographic information, chronic medical conditions, and
medication use was collected by study personnel.

Laboratory Evaluation
All peripheral venous blood samples were recovered in Vacutainer glass collection tubes with heparin (BD Biosciences),
transported at room temperature and processed within 24 hours. Gradient centrifugation with Histopaque-1077 was
performed and plasma was recovered for cytokine quantification by cytokine bead array (BD Biosciences), and resistin
ELISA (Peprotech). All reagents and plastics used were endotoxin-free.
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Statistical and Bioinformatic Analysis
All demographics and outcomes of interest were summarized into comparisons between GN sepsis vs non-GN sepsis
groups. Normally distributed continuous variables including age, APACHE II, SOFA, mSOFA, and white blood cell
(WBC) count were expressed as mean with standard deviation and median range values. For these normally
distributed continuous variables, t-test was utilized for analyzing differences between GN sepsis and non-GN sepsis
groups. Continuous variables with skewed distribution, including plasma resistin and cytokine concentrations, were
summarized as mean (SD) and median range (interquartile range, IQR). Wilcoxon sum rank test or Wilcoxon exact
test were utilized to analyze variables with repeated values. IL-10 was analyzed using Tobit regression due to a zero-
inflated outcome. Categorical variables were analyzed using Chi-square test or Fisher exact test to assess the
difference between GN sepsis and non-GN sepsis groups. These were summarized as count frequencies and
percentages. Correlations between resistin concentration and clinical severity measures, WBC counts, procalcitonin
concentration, and cytokine concentrations were estimated using Spearman rank-based method. Estimates for
statistical inference of important clinical parameters in relation to resistin concentrations were based on empirical
linear regression or logistic regression due to the heterogeneity in variances across these outcomes. A correlation
matrix was created using the R package corrplot .28 R package “corrplot”: Visualization of a Correlation Matrix
(Version 0.84) is available from https://github.com/taiyun/corrplot. The area under the receiver-operating character-
istics (ROC) curves for resistin concentration was used to determine a threshold value between survivors and non-
survivors of all-cause mortality at 60 days. A p-value < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Plasma cytokine analysis was compared to RNA expression sets using NIH Gene Expression Omnibus archive. NIH
GEO archive contains 17 human sepsis expression datasets from 6 platforms with data from 4412 individual samples
(NIH GEO archive search was performed on May 27, 2019). We processed and used six of these datasets, focusing on the
sets with available longitudinal data: http://immunodb.org/sepsis/.

Results
Baseline Characteristics
A total of 400 subjects were screened for sepsis throughout the hospital during the study period. Fifty-one subjects met
inclusion criteria, and 45 subjects admitted to the ICU were included in the final analysis (Figure 1). Excluded subjects
were comprised of 1 incarceration, 4 consent declinations, and 1 with cardiogenic shock rather than septic shock at post-
hoc analysis. Thirty-two of 45 subjects had culture-proven isolates. Overall culture data revealed 47% gram-negative,
18% gram-positive, and 7% polymicrobial infections. The remaining 29% were indeterminate infections (Figure S1B).
The most prominent isolate of GN sepsis was Escherichia coli from the genitourinary tract including extended-spectrum
beta lactamase producers. Other etiologies of GN sepsis included Proteus, Pseudomonas, Klebsiella, and Haemophilus
species. Of the non-GN sepsis group, organisms cultured were Staphylococcus including methicillin-resistant strains,
Actinomyces, Enterococcus, Lactobacillus, and Bacillus (not anthracis) species. Non-GN sepsis etiologies included those
subjects with indeterminate or no culture growth. Culture-proven organisms in both GN and non-GN sepsis groups were
predominantly from the genitourinary, respiratory, and gastrointestinal systems.

Baseline characteristics of GN sepsis and non-GN sepsis groups were balanced (Table 1). Mean age was 60 ±14.7
years for GN sepsis and 60 ±17.5 for non-GN sepsis. Mean SOFA score for GN sepsis and non-GN sepsis was 8.38
±4.92 and 9.88 ±4.43, respectively. Vasopressor use in the GN sepsis group was 85.71% with a median of 1 vasopressor
agent (IQR 1–6) and in the non-GN sepsis group was 75% with a median of 2 vasopressor agents (IQR 1–5) (Table S1).
The use of invasive ventilation in the GN sepsis group was 47.62% with total median time of 61 (IQR 10-1074.5) and in
the non-GN sepsis group was 58.33% with a total median time of 115.25 (IQR 6.75–223.25). Intensive care unit length of
stay for GN sepsis and non-GN sepsis groups were 3 days (IQR 2–80) and 5 days (IQR 1–37), respectively. Total length
of stay for GN sepsis and non-GN sepsis groups were 12 days (IQR 2–132) and 9 days IQR 2–45), respectively. There
was no statistical significance between the baseline characteristics of GN sepsis and non-GN sepsis groups.
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Clinical and Immune Outcomes of Sepsis
There was no significant difference observed between the GN sepsis and non-GN sepsis groups with respect to age, sex,
APACHE II, SOFA, mSOFA, and clinical laboratory parameters of WBC count, lactate concentration, procalcitonin
concentration, and cytokine concentrations at T0 including IL-6, IL-8, and IL-10 (Table 1), number of vasopressor
medications utilized, invasive ventilation utilization, and both ICU and hospital admission length of stays (Table S1).
Overall mortality at 30 days was greater in the non-GN sepsis group having 10 non-survivors (41.67%) than the GN
sepsis group with 3 non-survivors (14.29%), but this was without statistical significance. Three subjects in the non-GN
group had polymicrobial infections that included culture-proven gram-negative organisms in addition to gram-positive
and/or fungal organismal growth within the first 24 hours. All 3 of these subjects were non-survivors. One non-GN sepsis
group subject was transitioned to comfort care and was deceased prior to 30 days. Of all deaths, 10 subjects had mortality
prior to 30 days and only three subjects between 30 and 60 days.

For an overall perspective of clinical and immune parameters and potential correlations with outcomes, a correlation
matrix was performed (Figure 2). There were no strong associations of sepsis etiology (GN vs non-GN). Mortality
outcome exhibited the greatest correlation with mSOFA score, followed by resistin concentration (highest measured in 24
hours (T24-high)), and vasopressor use (yes/no). Lactate and procalcitonin (PCT) levels did not show many strong
correlations with other parameters. Out of all the detectable cytokines (resistin, IL-6, IL-8), IL-6 and resistin exhibited
the most positive correlations with the other parameters, including mortality within 60 days.

Association of Resistin with Immune and Clinical Parameters
Nineteen non-septic volunteers were used for baseline resistin concentrations (Figure S1A). Volunteers baseline resistin
concentrations were similar to those of previous studies with a mean of 20.99 ng/mL and range of 4.98 ng/mL – 62.57
ng/mL.29,30 In the sepsis patients, resistin concentration at T0 showed positive correlation to SOFA, mSOFA, lactate at
T0, and initial IL-6 and IL-8 concentrations (Table 2). Resistin concentration at T0 also had positive correlation with
highest measured procalcitonin concentration and IL-1ß concentration. Resistin concentration at T24 showed positive

Figure 1 Flow diagram of subject enrollment and outcome. T0 = clinical recognition of sepsis; T24-high = highest measured resistin concentration within 24 hours of clinical
sepsis recognition. *Two non-survivors within 30 days and 1 non-survivor within 60 days had polymicrobial infections including GN bacteria. One non-survivor within 30
days was transitioned to comfort care.
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Table 1 Subject Characteristics and Laboratory Measurements Assessed by Gram-Negative (GN) Sepsis versus Non
Gram-Negative (Non-GN) Sepsis

Characteristic GN Sepsis
n = 21

Non-GN Sepsis
n = 24

P value

Sex

Male n (%) 11 (52) 16 (67) 0.34

Female n (%) 10 (48) 8 (33)

Age, years

Mean (SD) 60.00 (14.67) 60.21 (17.52) 0.82

Median (IQR) 62.00 (23.00–86.00) 60.50 (28.00–94.00)

APACHE II

Mean (SD) 25.95 (9.02) 26.79 (10.11) 0.91

Median (IQR) 26.00 (11.00–41.00) 24.50 (11–49)

SOFA

Mean (SD) 8.38 (4.92) 9.88 (4.43) 0.25

Median (IQR) 7.00 (0–17) 11.00 (0–16)

Resistin ng/mL

Mean (SD) at T0 128.85 (98.58) 188.95 (323.82) 0.61

Median (IQR) at T0 97.49 (37.68–405.11) 81.52 (7.66–1573.83)

Geometric mean (SD at log scale) at T0 101.29 (0.70) 85.40 (1.28)

Mean (SD) at T6 126.47 (106.29) 177.44 (323.69) 0.63

Median (IQR) at T6 87.08 (27.67–439.13) 85.64 (8.45–1573.83)

Geometric mean (SD at log scale) at T6 92.60 (0.81) 83.08 (1.19)

Mean (SD) at T24 109.44 (138.21) 105.70 (84.44) 0.87

Median (IQR) at T24 55.32 (19.96–622.28) 87.22 (13.30–291.14)

Geometric mean (SD at log scale) at T24 70.66 (0.87) 70.45 (1.01)

Mean (SD), at T24-high 153.40 (143.00) 213.84 (312.93) 0.68

Median (IQR), at T24-high 112.01 (37.68–622.28) 122.07 (22.04–1573.83)

Geometric mean (SD at log scale), at T24-high concentration 112.53 (0.77) 124.07 (1.02)

Procalcitonin ng/mL, highest measured

Mean (SD) 40.92 (42.68) 35.42 (56.57) 0.39

Median (IQR) 22.95 (0.10–124.00) 7.79 (0.14–200.00)

Lactate mmol/L

Mean (SD) at T0 4.39 (3.39) 4.08 (3.02) 0.68

Median (IQR) at T0 3.38 (0.90–14.41) 3.20 (1.05–13.11)

(Continued)
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correlation with SOFA, mSOFA, lactate at T0, IL-6, and highest measured procalcitonin concentrations. Resistin
concentration at T24 had moderate positive correlation with APACHE II, IL-8, and IL-10 concentrations.

To evaluate the current study dataset measuring circulating cytokine levels against publicly available datasets, RNA
expression sets using NIH Gene Expression Omnibus archive were processed and displayed on an online sepsis platform
(http://immunodb.org/sepsis/). This analysis was performed to determine if gene expression levels are reflective of
protein levels. Our current protein data is consistent with the NIH GEO RNA expression dataset GSE5451431 in
observing that the highest expression of gene coding for resistin (RETN) was in non-survivors and the lowest in non-
septic volunteers with sepsis expression in survivors falling between these two extremes and possibly decreasing with
time (Figure 3). The consistency was unique for resistin as expression levels for genes coding for IL6 and IL8 were not
noticeably related to survival (Figure 3A). Additionally, IL6 and IL8 mRNA levels were high in non-septic volunteers,
while the corresponding IL6 and IL8 protein concentrations were low in the non-septic volunteers in our study
(Figure 3B). On the other hand, resistin RNA and protein expression matched sepsis disease states (healthy, surviving,

Table 1 (Continued).

Characteristic GN Sepsis
n = 21

Non-GN Sepsis
n = 24

P value

Mean (SD) at T6 3.83 (4.07) 4.02 (3.81) 0.68

Median (IQR) at T6 1.90 (0.70–16.80) 2.55 (0.70–14.80)

Mean (SD) at T24 2.88 (3.34) 2.98 (4.80) 0.99

Median (IQR) at T24 1.90 (0.89–13.60) 1.80 (0.90–21.20)

WBC x 109/L

Mean (SD) at T0 14.28 (7.94) 13.12 (6.26) 0.68

Median (IQR) at T0 13.80 (0.80–27.90) 11.65 (2.10–25.50)

Mean (SD) at T24 13.19 (7.35) 15.09 (9.05) 0.52

Median (IQR) at T24 9.20 (5.50–29.50) 13.80 (4.60–42.30)

IL-6 pg/mL at T0

Mean (SD) 19,759.88 (44,435.93) 9931.41 (26,580.37) 0.4

Median (IQR) 762.59 (13.15–142,321.78) 206.56 (10.49–120,807.73)

Geometric mean (SD at log scale) 863.81 (2.79) 467.39 (2.64)

IL-8 pg/mL at T0

Mean (SD) 4348.55 (10,598.17) 1584.38 (4872.62) 0.16

Median (IQR) 447.18 (18.02–41,710.46) 290.28 (18.52–23,580.20)

Geometric mean (SD at log scale) 645.92 (1.83) 280.46 (1.68)

Mortality over 60 days, n (%)

Total deaths 3 (14.29) 10 (41.67) 0.05

Before 30 days 2 (9.52) 8 (33.33) 0.06

Between 30–60 days 1 (5.00) 2 (8.33) 0.65

Note: Bold/Italics designate headings.
Abbreviations: SD, standard deviation; IQR, interquartile range; T0, 0 hour, clinical recognition of sepsis; T6, 6 hours; T 24, 24 hours; T24-high, highest
measured resistin concentration within 24 hours; APACHE II, Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation II; SOFA, sequential organ failure
assessment score; WBC, White Blood Cell; IL-6, Interleukin-6; IL-8, Interleukin-8.
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and non-surviving) (Figure 3A and 3B). This sepsis data viewer was used to visually evaluate molecular and immune
parameters with sepsis severity and outcomes (Figure 3C), where it was shown that resistin and IL-6 protein levels from
this current study were positively correlated with each other and mortality. On the other hand, in peripheral blood RNA
expression datasets, resistin and IL-6 mRNA did not a show positive correlation, and only resistin mRNA levels are
associated with mortality.

Association of Resistin with Sepsis Etiology and Mortality
Higher resistin concentration was associated with mortality in both GN sepsis and non-GN sepsis groups, with no significant
difference in baseline resistin between GN and non-GN groups (Figure S1C). Evaluation of circulating resistin at T0 versus

Figure 2 Correlation analysis of immune and clinical parameters. Circle size and saturation of color indicate the strength of the correlation; the color shows the direction of
the relationship, with positive being green, negative being black. Multiple test correction was used the method of false discovery rate (FDR) and only the pair correlation with
FDR < 0.05 presented circles.
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highest measured resistin over 24 hours (T24-high) between sepsis survivors and sepsis non-survivors (cumulative death
within 60 days) revealed significantly increased resistin in fatal sepsis (Figure 4A and B). A threshold resistin concentration
of 126 ng/mL at T0 by receiver operating curve (ROC) analysis was significantly associated with increased mortality at 60
days (p = 0.001) (Figure 4C). Similarly, a threshold resistin concentration determined by ROC analysis of 197 ng/mL for T24-
high revealed significant association with mortality within 60 days (p < 0.001) (Figure 4D). ROC area under the curve (AUC)
was of 0.82 and 0.88, respectively (Table 3). It should be noted that the majority of subjects with resistin levels greater than
these threshold concentrations were deceased prior to 30 days. ROC analysis was performed for GN sepsis and non-GN
sepsis groups with respect to T24-high resistin concentration. For the GN sepsis group, there was an AUC of 0.93 (95%
CI: 0.80–1.00). Similarly, for the non-GN sepsis group there was an AUC of 0.89 (95% CI: 0.72–1.00). When pooled, AUC
was 0.88 (95% CI: 73.65–1.00) (Table 3). ROC curves were compared between resistin concentrations at T0, T24-high, and
SOFA, mSOFA, and APACHE II scores. Both T0 and T24-high resistin concentrations when pooled for all subjects showed
similar or better sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy to SOFA, mSOFA, and APACHE II scores with respect to all-cause
mortality. T24-high resistin concentration had equal or greater sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy for mortality when
compared to SOFA scores in the GN and non-GN groups.

Discussion
Our data support that elevated resistin concentration of > 126 ng/mL at clinical recognition of sepsis or > 197 ng/mL at
any time within the first 24 hours after recognition of sepsis correlates with mortality within 60 days. In addition, resistin
concentration correlates with clinical disease severity scores and inflammatory biomarkers. Despite sepsis being well-
recognized as a systemic state of inflammation and immune dysregulation, the underlying mechanisms of the inflam-
matory response and the complexity of the innate immune system remains only partially understood. Although resistin
concentration is elevated in a multitude of inflammatory conditions, how it influences the inflammatory cascade remains
contentious. The class of TLR signaling, particularly the interaction of TLR4 with gram-negative bacteria with LPS-rich
cell walls, may alter the degree of resistin production or signaling. If such a difference exists, its clinical utility as
a biomarker would be supported. Correlation of resistin with known biomarkers of inflammation in the context of clinical

Table 2 Correlation Between Resistin Concentration (T0 and T24) and Sepsis-Related Patient
Variables (Spearman Rank-Based Correlation Coefficient)

Resistin at T0

Correlation Coefficient (p value)
Resistin at T24

Correlation Coefficient (p value)

APACHE II 0.28 (0.06) 0.36 (0.02)

SOFA 0.43 (0.004) 0.45 (0.003)

mSOFA 0.41 (0.005) 0.43 (0.004)

WBC at T0 −0.02 (0.91) 0.02 (0.91)

WBC at T24 0.16 (0.32) 0.28 (0.08)

Highest measured PCT 0.36 (0.02) 0.40 (0.008)

Lactate at T0* 0.43 (0.008) 0.49 (0.003)

IL-1b 0.34 (0.02) 0.15 (0.36)

IL-6 0.54 (0.0002) 0.53 (0.0004)

IL-8 0.53 (0.0002) 0.31 (0.04)

IL-10 0.28 (0.06) 0.37 (0.02)

Note: *T24 lactate levels not included due to variability of fluid resuscitation in individual treatment.
Abbreviations: APACHE II, Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation II; SOFA, sequential organ failure assessment score;
mSOFA, modified sequential organ failure assessment; WBC, White Blood Cell; T0, 0 hour, clinical recognition of sepsis; T24, 24
hours; PCT, Procalcitonin; IL-1b, Interleukin-1beta; IL-6, Interleukin-6; IL-8, Interleukin-8; IL-10, Interleukin-10.
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Figure 3 (A) Expression of genes coding for resistin, IL6, and IL8 in patients with different sepsis outcomes (GSE54514). (B) Protein levels of resistin (0, 6 and 24h), IL6 and
IL8 (0h) in our dataset. (C) Correlations of genes coding for IL-6 and resistin in GSE54514 GEO (left panel) and plasma protein levels of IL-6 and resistin as reported in this
study (right panel). Also see: http://immunodb.org/sepsis/.
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disease has been demonstrated, including C-reactive protein (CRP), PCT, IL-6, IL-8, and TNF-α.22,23,32,33 Despite these
efforts, the role of resistin in health and disease, and whether levels are changed in gram-negative versus other sepsis
etiologies, remain poorly understood. The aim of this study was to determine whether resistin concentration within a 24-
hour window following sepsis recognition was a useful predictor of sepsis outcomes and mortality. Several studies have
investigated early biomarkers of sepsis, including resistin.22,23,32–36 Unique aspects to this study are: 1/ the investigation
of resistin changes in the early time window of 24 hours post-sepsis recognition and utility as predictor of 60-day
mortality, 2/ the evaluation of the sepsis etiology (gram-negative vs other) and association with resistin concentration,
and 3/ the comparison of resistin protein versus gene expression from several RNA-seq datasets.

Resistin Concentrations Between 0 and 24 Hours of Clinical Recognition and
Association with Sepsis Outcomes
Resistin levels in sepsis have been demonstrated in multiple prior studies to have positive correlation to validated and
frequently used severity of disease classification systems.22,33,37 In this study, it was found that resistin concentrations of > 126
ng/mL at clinical recognition of sepsis or > 197 ng/mL within the first 24 hours of clinical recognition are statistically
significant and associated with mortality within 60 days. A previous study showed that non-survivors had higher levels of
resistin than survivors, however, these levels were not statistically significant at 28 days.37 The lack of statistical significance

Figure 4 Resistin association with all-cause mortality. (A and B). Circulating resistin concentration (ng/mL) at T0 and at T24-high in sepsis survivors (S) and non-survivors
(NS). (C) Kaplan-Meier curves for all-cause mortality stratified for resistin concentration threshold of > 126 ng/mL at T0, and (D) stratified for resistin concentration
threshold T24-high of > 197 ng/mL. ***p<0.001; ****p<0.0001.
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between resistin levels of non-survivors and survivors may have been related to the collection times between 24 hours and 2
weeks. A more recent study with focus on resistin at day 0 and day 7 supports the ability of resistin concentration in adult
intensive care subjects to be predictive of mortality.33 Our study supports that resistin levels are dynamic early in the course of
sepsis and builds on this knowledge by suggesting changes over 24 hours may offer more predictive value. This focus on the
early hours of sepsis in our study was intentional to provide a biomarker that may improve early detection of severe disease
and significant clinical impact. MacDonald et al22 reported levels of resistin in severe sepsis and septic shock comparable to
our study with highest median value approximately 180 ng/mL at clinical recognition. This is similar to the threshold values of
T0 resistin at 126 ng/mL and T24-high at 197 ng/mL of our study.We have observed these threshold values to be associated with
60-day mortality, however, the majority of mortality occurred within the first 30 days.

Prior to this current study, there has been no threshold value of resistin concentration reported with a high specificity,
sensitivity, and accuracy for predicting mortality. Sepsis-related mortality and resistin concentration has been studied in
the neonatal population and may reflect commonalities in adult disease. Cekmez et al reported that resistin concentrations
were comparable to CRP, procalcitonin, and IL-6 concentrations in determining neonatal sepsis with a cutoff value of
greater than 8 ng/mL, which afforded a 93% sensitivity and 95% specificity for diagnosis of sepsis.32 Aliefendioglu et al
reported a resistin concentration of 50 ng/mL as a cutoff for a diagnosis of sepsis in neonates.34 Resistin concentrations
have been reported up to the 30–40 ng/mL range in adults without sepsis,30 but it should be noted that baseline
concentrations in the neonatal population are generally lower. When reflecting on the substantial difference in body
size between neonates and the adult population, it is reasonable to consider that resistin may have greater influence on
neonates at lower concentrations than the equivalent concentration in adults.32,34,35 This may be at least in part due to
relative body size characteristics although differences in metabolism and immune function also likely have an influence.

Overall, our data suggest early elevation in resistin concentration correlates to SOFA, mSOFA, and APACHE II
scores in predicting mortality within 60 days and implicates mSOFA score and T24-high resistin concentration as best
correlates of sepsis outcomes. In general, mortality outcomes for all sepsis subjects were consistent with previously
published mortality data.6,7 Both resistin concentration at T0 and T24-high afforded greater specificity and accuracy for
mortality when sepsis groups were pooled compared to SOFA, mSOFA, or APACHE II scores. The ability to predict
similar mortality outcome to well-validated clinical scoring indices through a single plasma laboratory analyte may prove
to be advantageous for clinicians treating critically ill patients with sepsis. This objective assessment of mortality risk

Table 3 Comparison of Performance Analysis for Mortality Prediction Between Resistin
Concentrations at T0 and T24-High, SOFA, mSOFA, and APACHE II Scores

AUC 95% CI of
AUC

Best Cutoffs Sensitivity
(%)

Specificity
(%)

Accuracy
(%)

Resistin at T0

0.82 0.66–0.98 126.39 84.62 83.87 84.09

Resistin at T24-high

0.88 73.65–100 196.8 84.62 90.63 88.89

SOFA

0.89 0.80–0.98 10.5 100 71.88 80

mSOFA

0.9 0.81–0.99 11.5 76.92 87.5 84.44

APACHE II

0.78 0.63–0.92 23.5 92.31 50 62.22

Abbreviations: AUC, area under the curve; CI, confidence interval; T0, 0 hour, clinical recognition of sepsis; T24-high, highest
measured resistin concentration within 24 hours; APACHE II, Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation II; SOFA, sequential
organ failure assessment score; mSOFA, modified sequential organ failure assessment.
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could prove more rapid, simplistic, easier to obtain and more readily available than the recruitment of a cumbersome
allotment of clinical data over the first 24 hours. However, this approach would not replace the importance of the clinical
parameters involved in SOFA and APACHE II scores, as they have crucial independent implications for the
septic patient.

Resistin Concentration in GN Sepsis and Non-GN Sepsis
Discerning a clinically useful resistin concentration associated with GN sepsis has the potential to impact the choice of initial
antimicrobial treatment in the crucial early hours of sepsis. Previous studies have shown that resistin expression is induced by
LPS,37–39 the main component of gram negative bacterial cell wall, and that resistin can bind the innate receptor for LPS,
TLR4.40,41 Higher concentrations of resistin have been reported in gram-positive sepsis compared to gram-negative sepsis in
a subset analysis of a previous study, although without statistical significance.37 In the neonatal population, higher resistin
concentrations have been observed in GN sepsis compared to gram-positive sepsis. In this study, the mean resistin concentration
at T0 was not found to be significantly different between GN and non-GN sepsis. In this current dataset, it is important to note
that the non-GN sepsis category is not explicitly reserved for gram-positive sources. This non-GN sepsis group may have
included non-bacterial sources of sepsis such as fungal or viral etiologies, particularly in subjects with indeterminate sepsis
etiologies. This must be considered when drawing associations and conclusions regarding the GN sepsis versus non-GN sepsis
groups. It is possible that resistin is increased more in bacterial infections in general. Being that all individuals in the GN
sepsis group had laboratory confirmed presence of GN bacteremia, it could be that GN presence was not the source of
association seen with resistin concentration, but merely a concomitant finding. The non-GN sepsis group did not have
unanimous laboratory confirmation of a particular infectious organism, let alone a bacterial organism, with some subjects
yielding no cultured organism. The lack of statistical significance in resistin concentration baseline characteristics between GN
sepsis and non-GN sepsis may be due to different stages of sepsis at presentation, presence or absence of bacteremia, or
a difference in initial inoculum of GN bacteria resulting in different LPS concentrations at the onset of disease.

Resistin and Inflammatory Cytokine Protein Levels and Associations with Public
RNA-Seq Datasets
Resistin concentration is elevated alongside known and clinically useful laboratory parameters of sepsis and the
inflammatory state such as WBC, lactate, creatinine, d-dimer, CRP, and procalcitonin.23,37 Resistin has been argued
to be both superior to CRP in diagnosis of neonatal sepsis as well as inferior to CRP and procalcitonin.13,23,32–35,42

However, successful efforts have been made to correlate resistin levels to the classic inflammatory cytokines IL-6,
IL-8, and TNF-α, as well as the anti-inflammatory cytokine IL-10, amongst others.22,23,32,33 Elevation in plasma
resistin concentration persists days to weeks after presentation despite decline in IL-6, IL-8, IL-10, and TNF-α.37

Our study agrees with these findings, showing a strong correlation with resistin, IL-6, and IL-8 within the first 24
hours (Table 2, Figure 2). IL-10 more strongly correlated with resistin concentration at T24 than T0, which may be
an indication of a counter mechanism to the classical inflammatory cascade.

Comparing the protein data from this current study to publicly available RNA expression datasets for sepsis
(http://immunodb.org/sepsis/), consistency in resistin RNA and protein expression was noted: the highest expression
of gene coding for resistin (RETN) was in non-survivors and the lowest in non-septic volunteers, with sepsis
expression in survivors falling between these two extremes and possibly decreasing with time (Figure 3). This
consistency was unique for resistin as expression levels for genes coding for IL-6 and IL-8 were not noticeably
related to survival suggesting that IL-6 and IL-8 protein concentrations are more clinically relevant than the
corresponding RNA levels in sepsis. This sepsis data viewer provides an effective and efficient tool to assess and
compare multiple RNA expression sets and their correlation with sepsis severity, which could prove useful to clinical
and biomedical researchers.
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Limitations
Our study has limitations. First, our small sample size affords greater potential for statistical error, particularly with
statistical inference calculations. Second, these inferential statistical calculations only allow for associations and
correlations within our data set and cannot be utilized or extrapolated for cause-and-effect relationships. Third, the
non-GN sepsis group was inclusive of all other etiologies of sepsis which added confounding variables of potential
fungal, viral, and alternative causative agents for the inflammatory response with potential influence on resistin
production outside that of the TLR4 receptor and its downstream effects. The notion of a negative blood culture does
not rule out the presence of fastidious organisms. Variability in the clinical severity of sepsis upon presentation and
potentially different inoculum of GN bacteremia, hence different concentrations of LPS, may have confounded results.
Due to the limitation of sample size, larger studies are indicated to better evaluate this discrepancy. Additionally, the
missing T6 and T24 peripheral venous samples from those subjects that died prior to these collection times may have had
an additional effect on the interpretation of relationships with secondary clinical outcomes as would the total time on
vasopressors, invasive ventilation, and length of stay. Lastly, consideration must be given to the complexity of the
immune response and the potential for multiple pathways involving resistin. Continued basic science investigation and
further prospective clinical studies are needed to better elucidate the mechanistic relationships of resistin that are
clinically relevant. These endeavors could lead to better understanding of early elevations in resistin concentration as
they relate to GN sepsis and overall sepsis mortality. Particularly, studies focusing on resistin concentration at multiple
early intervals within the first 24 hours of sepsis presentation through dual study arms of high versus low resistin
concentration, perhaps differentiated at a threshold near the concentrations denoted in our study, are needed to validate
our data trends.

Conclusion
In conclusion, our study showed positive correlation of elevated resistin concentration to mortality, as well as clinical
disease severity scores and inflammatory biomarkers. Additionally, we observed threshold concentrations at clinical
recognition of sepsis predicting increased mortality risk. A significant difference in resistin concentration between GN
sepsis and non-GN sepsis during early sepsis was not seen, likely in part due to sample size limitation. Further
justification is needed to clarify this objective. Nonetheless, the correlation of resistin concentration to all-cause mortality
and clinical severity scores may prove useful as an early guide in the overall clinical management of patient’s presenting
with sepsis, particularly when other diagnostic resources are limited.

Abbreviations
GN, gram-negative; SOFA, sequential organ failure assessment; mSOFA, modified sequential organ failure assessment;
APACHE, acute physiology and chronic health evaluation; SIRS, systemic inflammatory response syndrome; IL-6,
interleukin-6; IL-8, interleukin-8; IL-10, interleukin-10; IL-1b, interleukin-1 beta; IL-12p70, interleukin-12p70; TNF-α,
tumor necrosis factor alpha.
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